
Brown Swiss genomic bulls

 Tornero P (S. Ramses) is a top new heterozygous polled bull at 204 ISU from
an outcross pedigree. He has a complete profile and ranks well everywhere !
BB, A2A2, available sexed.

 Terraz (S. Phenix) has also a different pedigree without Blooming blood,
showing high components, fitness and complete type with strength and ideal
teat size.

 Tiramisu (S. Rocky) arrives with its original pedigree, very high milk potential,
fertility giving strong cows with wide udders and rumps.

 Thalassa (S. Piston) follows with its original pedigree as well, high milk,
excellent health, producing medium sized strong cows.

 Touareg (S. O Malley) is a new type bull from the famous O Malley, from a
very deep family: Unic Brunette VG-88; he has a very interesting triple A code,
and a very high milk potential in the maternal line.

 Ultratop (S. Adee) is also a new bull in our line up, one of the first Adee son.
It’s a high type bull at 2,1 type with high longevity, from the famous family of
Urgele EX-91 and her 123 000kg lifetime production.

 Urion P (S. Leon PP) is a heterozygous polled bull with high type, BB & A2A2 !
He is from a new deep cow family.

Fantastic newcomers in the line-up
7 new bulls including 2 polled and 2 type bulls, all available sexed !

7 new Brown Swiss bulls enter our line up for this April proof run. All of them are
BB and A2A2, available sexed ! 2 of them are heterozygous polled, and 2 of them
are “type” bulls ! Several have outcross pedigrees. Here is a quick highlight on
the first proofs from France.

7 new bulls
2 polled
all sexed

Tornero P’s dam, Roleasing

Terraz’s dam, Rosabelle

Tiramisu’s dam, Rigolote

Touareg’s dam, Payette 



Brown Swiss daughter proven bulls

 Optimal (S. Sinatra) is newly proven ! Still an impressive milk proof, great
udders, producing medium size very strong cows. Still available sexed !

 Osbourne (S. Fact) is still our #1 proven bull on ISU at 182. Still high milk and
nice udders, adapted to robot milking.

 O Malley (S. Bender) keeps adding daughters worldwide and confirms being
a fantastic components bull with complete profile and especially amazing
udders.

 Pactole (S. Blower) is now 198 ISU with his very first daughters in his proof.
We look forward to August to get a stable proof with much more daughters.

SYNETICS - The perfect fit 

This is just a small excerpt from the interesting portfolio of SYNETICS. We will shortly be presenting our current
range of bulls in more detail here.

DLS Noumea, daughter of Optimal

Recreati66, daughter of Osbourne

Pactole ‘s daughter, Sephora


